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Please refer to this memorandum as my technical opinion on the DNA information of ToxprotectTM samples. 
 
Urine Drug Testing is considered the most objective tool for monitoring patient compliance to treatment, signs of 
drug misuse and illicit drug usage. However, without a reliable method of urine sample authentication, it is quite 
possible that the results the provider is relying on have no relevance either due to adulteration, other human or 
synthetic urine substitution. Genetic authentication of urine (ToxProtect™) is an innovative and unique technology 
that uses genetic analysis to positively match a urine sample submitted for medication or sobriety monitoring to a 
specific patient. ToxprotectTM is performed by matching multiple Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNPs) markers 
between DNA extracted from the urine sample and the buccal cell sample of its claimed donor. Hereby, ToxProtect 
provides a reliable method to ensure all urine samples submitted are from the its claimed donor, thus eliminating 
the possibility of any non-compliant behaviors on future tests as well. 
 
However; some patients may raise concerns over their “genetic information” being misused. The genetic variances 
tested for ToxProtect™ will only be used for the purposes of matching a urine drug testing sample to its claimed 
donor. Once resulted, the samples are de-identified and disposed at the end of storage period as outlined in lab 
standard operating procedures.  The information (the genotype) obtained, as a part of testing is stored as a de-
identified number in the database in compliance making it impossible for anyone to obtain any PHI genetic 
information. The Genotype we store do not provide hereditary information or any predisposition to genetic or 
medical conditions. 

 
 
Thank you, 
 
 
 
 
Sangeeta Somanath, PhD 
 
Genetics Lab Manager 
Genotox Laboratories, LTD 
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